
 

 

Street Legal 4 x 4 Stock – Gas 

Driver Eligibility:        
     1. General Rules apply.        

     2. Minimum 16 years old licensed driver.  

 

Safety:  
     1. OEM seatbelt or better must be worn.  

     2. Driver must wear a DOT approved helmet with chin strap fastened 

         and remain fastened until vehicle is unhooked from sled. 

     3. No passengers on track or in pit area. 

     4. Fire Extinguisher recommended.  

 

Vehicle Eligibility:  
     1. Must have current registration. 

     2. Must have current insurance card.  

     3. Current inspection and inspectable condition.  

     4. No jumping of classes. 

     5. TRUCK LIMITED TO 2 HOOKS PER EVENT 

 

Chassis:  
     1. Stock is stock.  No exceptions.  Motor must be correct to chassis 

         (Ford to Ford, etc).   

     2. Trucks must have four wheel working brakes.  

     3. All trucks must have legal exhaust system (closed exhaust, headers 

         and duel exhaust okay).  

     4. Must have front and rear factory OEM bumpers.  NO roll pans. 

 

Engines/Drive Lines:  
     1. Factory fuel injection will be allowed.  

     2. Factory set-ups only.  Must be available off assembly line.  

     3. After market air cleaners allowed.  

     4. Must have OEM factory equipped transmission, transfer case, front 

         and rear differentials. Transmission brakes are prohibited.  

     5. Fuel: Gasoline only.  NO alcohol, methane, propane, nitrous oxide, or 

         other performance enhancing additive is allowed. 

 

Hitches:  
    1. Maximum of 26” height.  Reese style hitch, minimum class 3 (2x2 

         receiver), rigid in all directions. 

     2. 6” riser maximum.  

     3. No hooks to bumper or ball.  



 

 

     4. Hitch must have a 3 ½” hole or have a twisted clevis (recommended 

         bolted solid).  

     5. Hook point must be the furthest point back of the truck.  

 

Suspension:  
     1. No solid blocking must have a workable suspension.  Air bags and  

         timbrens allowed.  

     2. No strapping of suspension.  

 

Tires:  
     1. Tires must be DOT approved.  No modifications allowed i.e. no 

         cutting, grooving etc.  After market tires and wheels allowed. 

     2. No studs, no tire chains and no duals.  

 

Added Weight: 
     1. Weight in pick up box only.  

     2. No weight up front, under hood or in cab. 

 

Weight Classes:  
     6500 lbs with driver, 7000 lbs with driver and 7500 lbs with 

     driver  

 

*TRUCK LIMITED TO 2 HOOKS PER EVENT* 


